Korean Cultural Center New York presents the New York Korea Center, as a new stage of Korea in New York City, aimed to be completed by 2021.

The design embodies the modern Korean sensibility of innovation in harmony with tradition. A multi-layered glass facade creates a screen that illuminates three sculptural figures - composed of polished ceramic, rough terracotta, and milled wood - representing Heaven, Earth, and Humanity.

These iconic figures embrace the building’s three distinct zones: soaring public spaces, semi-public lecture rooms and the library, and administrative offices.

**New York Korea Center**

**Introduction**

**New York Korea Center**

The Performing Arts department aims to provide opportunities for top-performing artists of both traditional and contemporary fields. We present performances of the highest tier that reinterpret, localize, and globalize Korean traditional music and dance inspired works.

With a new stage built in the New York Korea Center, we look forward to welcoming even more masters and masterpieces to New York.

**New York Korea Center**

**Library**

Our library holds a rich collection of over 20,000 books and DVDs in both English and Korean, covering topics such as Korean architecture, history, and more. Open to the public on weekdays, the library is an important space that allows us to instill in our visitors the Korean culture. Our E-library system also allows access to our resources through our website.

The new library will expand to take over the whole third floor of the New York Korea Center with even more books, periodicals, etc. for the public to access.

**New York Korea Center**

**Auditorium**

(A Performance Hall)

The Performing Arts department aims to provide opportunities for top-performing artists of both traditional and contemporary fields. We present performances of the highest tier that reinterpret, localize, and globalize Korean traditional music and dance inspired works.

With a new stage built in the New York Korea Center, we look forward to welcoming even more masters and masterpieces to New York.

**New York Korea Center**

**Lobby**

(Gallery Korea, currently located within the Korean Cultural Center New York, presents up to five exhibitions per year including group exhibitions featuring artists selected from our annual Call for Artists program as well as specially curated exhibitions.)

The newly expanded gallery space will provide even more valuable space to exhibit artworks a line with our continued mission to promote cultural exchange through art.

**New York Korea Center**

**Exhibition**

(Gallery Korea, currently located within the Korean Cultural Center New York, presents up to five exhibitions per year including group exhibitions featuring artists selected from our annual Call for Artists program as well as specially curated exhibitions.)

The newly expanded gallery space will provide even more valuable space to exhibit artworks a line with our continued mission to promote cultural exchange through art.

**New York Korea Center**

**Semi-Public Zone**

Library
As one of the annual host and sponsor organizations of top Korean food competitions, KCCNY also held workshops with the world’s top chefs presenting Korean cooking techniques to the public as well as for professionals such as the Korean Temple Food classes.

We will continue delivering our message of the cultural depth of Korean cuisine beyond the recipes, and hope to further share the joy and cultural exchange in the newly expanded cooking facilities.

One of the greatest updates in the New York Korea Center is the open 5th floor with multiple multipurpose rooms. These spaces can accommodate a wide variety of lectures and special programming, including one of our most popular programs, the K-Pop Academy. The flexibility of the space also makes it a perfect place to hold larger lecture programs and panel discussions, or more intimate workshops and events.

A Korea in New York is a collective slogan first introduced in 2016 that encompasses a collective goal to promote Korean contents to the communities in New York and the surrounding areas. The slogan embodies our mission to share these elements in a way that best contributes and gives back to our neighboring communities as well as the entire US.